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The Rock Alternative From Out Of This World. Melodic and meaningful. 15 MP3 Songs EASY

LISTENING: Soft Rock, ROCK: Classic Rock Details: PT (pronounced Peet ee) founded The Ghost

Notes after traveling the world and getting paid to harass people for several years. Having had many

diverse vocations, he has a wealth of real world experience to draw from for songwriting and performing.

From his first stage performance at age 5, this New Jersey native has always moved forward to follow his

passion. Emerging out of the ashes of the progressive rock band Forte (Hamilton, New Jersey), PT joined

forces with Slim Pickins and Buck Naked from the now-dissolved alternative rock band, Underwater

(Chapel Hill, North Carolina), in the late 1990's. Thus, PT  The Ghost Notes were born. PT recruited

additional vocalists Billy Jean and Destiny to complete the band. These five souls began work in the

Alarm Records' Chapel Hill recording studio A, and in May 2000, PT  The Ghost Notes released their

debut album. Five months later, PT left his career in international quality assurance and regulatory

compliance of medical devices to pursue his passion for music. By January 2001, PT  The Ghost Notes

had received radio airplay for seven songs on the "I Know What I Want" album and performed their first

live broadcast interviews. PT  The Ghost Notes achieved radio prime time airplay by the end of the year.

2002 was a year of complete chaos for PT in both his personal and professional life, so he decided to

return to his North Carolina "home" in 2003 to rebuild The Ghost Notes for the fourth time. Two years of

searching for talented musicians bore no fruit, so in May 2005 PT let The Ghost Notes return to the after

life. Although, there are plans for a farewell DVD to be created and released in the future. If you're looking

for some creative and meaningful music that actually sounds good, listen closely to PT  The Ghost Notes.

There is more than meets the eye and ear.
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